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Abstract::  Cross species transmission of a lentivirus from sooty mangabeys to humans gave 
riserise to HTV-2 and similarly suggestive evidence has been presented that transmission from 
chimpanzeess to humans gave rise to HIV-1. In order to identify the putative common ancestor 
off  SlVsm, SIVcpz, and HIV-l/HIV- 2 virus family we applied likelihood mapping and quartet 
puzzling.. The gag and env of SIV isolates from eight species of monkey as well as the HIV-1 
groupp M, N, and O viruses were analysed. Likelihood mapping showed that phylogenetic 
reconstructionn of the SIV/HIV cluster was possible because the sequence data had a tree-like 
structure.. The SIV isolates of Cercopithecus 1'hoesti 1'hoesti and Cercopithecus 1'hoesti 
solatiasolatia were consistently placed in a separate cluster and possibly are genetically at the root 
off  the primate lentivirus phylogenetic tree. After the SIV variants of mandrills diverged there 
weree three separate clusters observed (when judged on the basis of the env): SIVsm/HiV-2, 
SIVcpz/HIV-11 M, N, O, and SIVsyk/SIVagm. A somewhat different branching pattern was 
seenn with gag: SIVcpz/HIV-1, and SlVsab at the root of the SIVsyk/SIVagm, and the 
SIVsm/HiV-22 clusters. 

Introduction ::  Eight of the ninety one species of African primates have been found to natu-
rallyy harbour lentiviruses that have been partially or totally characterized (1). SlVsm from 
sootyy mangabeys (Cercocebus torquatus atys), SIVmnd from the mandril l (Mandrillus 
sphinx),sphinx), SlVsykes from sykes monkeys (Cercopithecus mitis\ SIVcpz from chimpanzees 
(Pan(Pan troglodytes)» SlVl'hoest from L'hoest monkeys (Cercopithecus 1'hoesti 1'hoesti), 
SIVsunn from sun-tailed monkeys (Cercopithecus I 'hoesti solatus), SIVrcm from red-capped 
mangabeyss (Cercocebus torquatus torquatus, which appears to be a complex recombinant of 
SIVcpzz and SIVagm (6)), and SIVagm from the four subspecies of the African green monkey 
(Cercopithecus(Cercopithecus aethiops). The SIVrcm, as well as SIVdrill, SIVwcm, and SIVtal are partially 
characterisedd (from drill , white-crowned mangabey, and talapoin monkeys (6,8,26,33)). 
Cross-speciess transmission of virus in wild monkeys has also been documented in several, 
sympatricc species with the SIVagm from African green monkeys infecting a yellow chacma 
baboon,, and a patas monkey (4,17,33,35). Of these species infected in the wild or in captivity 
noo pathology resulting from these infections has been observed, except for the death of the 
patass monkey infected with SIVwcm which suffered from an AIDS-like syndrome (4). The 
newlyy found SIVrcm gag clusters with the SIVagm clade, and the pol gene clusters with 
SIVcpzz (12). 

Thee numbers of infected feral African monkeys varies greatly by species with Talapoins 
beingg tested at 70% seropositive, Sooty mangabeys at 57%, African green monkeys at 36%, 
andd Sykes monkeys at 34% being the most seroprevalent species (Levy, The Retroviridae 4, 
andd (11,15,18)). Other SIV infected species are found to be far less seropositive with Man-
drillss at 15%, Colobus at 10%, with Chimpanzees, and Baboons (other than mandrills) both 
havingg less than 1% seropositivity. There have been no Orangutans or Gorillas who have 
testedd positively (1,3). 

Transmissionn of SlVsm to Asian primates results in AIDS resembling that seen in humans 
infectedd with HIV. When pathogenicity is taken as evidence for recent viral introduction these 
dataa suggest the emergence of the virus after the separation of the Asian, and African pri-
mates.. In humans AIDS is caused by two strains of the virus with HIV-1 and HIV-2 closely 
relatedd to SIVcpz (11), and SlVsm (6) respectively. So far, of the eight SIV strains known, 
onlyy four (SlVsm, SIVrhoest, SIVsun, and SIVcpz) can infect human cells (1,6,15,23). The 
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inabilityy of some SIV species specific strains to infect cells of even other non-human pri-
mates,, than the species which the virus was isolated, as in SIVsykes (16) makes them, aside 
fromfrom the phylogenetic data, unlikely to have been the source of the human epidemic. 

Wee used likelihood-mapping, which determines the best arrangement of the smallest 
information-containingg subset of a tree (the quartet, or four taxa (30), to examine the branch-
ingg pattern of the family of SIV and HIV strains. Our application of this method to the 
HIV/SIVV alignments showed them to be highly informative compared to some HIV align-
ments,, and the reconstruction of the phylogeny was tree-like (34). The analysis of the varia-
tionn in the nonsynonymous substitution between the env and gag alignments showed a greater 
adaptivee pressure upon the env. 

Material ss and Methods: 

Sequences::  The sequence accession numbers for the sequences used are: SlVl'hoest 
AF075269,, SIVmnd M27470, SIVsun AF131870, SIVrcm AF1028, SIVcpzUS gag 
AF1033 818, HIV 1,2 and SIV other gag and env sequences are available at 
http://hiv-web.lanl.gov/MAP// hivmap.html. No envelope sequences for SIVrcm are presently 
available. . 

Phylogeneticc Analysis: Env, gag, and mitochondrial 12S rRNA (Old World primate species) 
genee sequences were formatted into the Clustal format using Omiga 1.1.3 (Oxford Molecular 
Limited).. Clones were aligned using ClustalX (32) and further optimised manually. Phylo-
geneticc analysis was conducted using MEGA (20), ClustalX (32), and PUZZLE 4.02 (30,31). 
Neighbour-joining,, maximum-likelihood and puzzle-based trees were produced using the 
Tamura-Neii  distance estimation with pair-wise comparison and then boot-strapped with 1000 
replicationss before tree construction with and without preselected outgroups. The maximum-
likelihoodd mapping and quartet puzzling (QP) was carried out using Tamura-Nei distance 
estimation.. Likelihood mapping was used to visualize the phylogenetic content of the se-
quencee alignments (31). Briefly, likelihood-mapping is the construction of all quartets of 
sequencess possible (e.g. A,B,C, and D, and then A,B,C, and E, etc. until all of the possible 
quartetss of sequences in the analysis have been compared) and calculation of the relative 
weightss of the probabilities for all of the three resolved tree structures (#1: A is like B, but not 
CC or D, #2: A is like C, but not like B or D, and #3: A is like D, but not like B or C (29-31)) 
andd the four unresolved structures (partially resolved #1: A is like B or C, but not D, partially 
resolvedd #2: A is like B or D, but not C, partially resolved #3: A is like C or D, but not D, and 
unresolved:: A is not like B, C, or D). Thus, for the first four sequences analysed using 
likelihood-mapping,, the seven possible locations of the probability vectors include three with 
aa completely resolved placement of the four taxa, three with one taxon split between attrac-
tionn to two others and not alike the fourth taxon (partially resolved), and one of star-like form 
orr no favoured relation between the four taxa (unresolved). These seven relations can be 
plottedd in a triangle to show the phylogenetic signal. The corners represent areas of com-
pletelyy resolved (tree-like) quartets (A is most like one of B,C or D, resolved #1,2, and 3); the 
sidess represent quartets with a split between equal attraction of one taxon for two other taxa 
(partiallyy resolved: A is like B and C, B and D, or C and D); and the centre of the triangle 
representss an area of equal likelihood or distance between the four taxa (A is not like B,C, or 
D,, unresolved, giving a star-like formation). If each possible quartet vector (resolved, par-
tiallyy resolved and unresolved quartet comparison) is plotted as a point in the triangle it gives 
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aa rapid visualisation of the phylogenetic content of the alignment data (robustness of the tree, 
orr lack thereof). 

Treee construction was carried out using the maximum-likelihood based PUZZLE 4.02 (31). 
Thee maximum-likelihood analysis is used for determination of a tree and its corresponding 
branchh lengths that have the greatest likelihood of reconstructing the correct phylogeny. The 
numberss of possible topologies increases exponentially as the number of taxa rises, making 
heuristicc searches very slow. Reconstructing a tree using all of the possible sets of four taxa, 
orr quartets, allows the heuristic search to proceed efficiently in a ML procedure (30). Quartet 
puzzlingg reconstructs the ML tree for all possible quartets. The total set of quartet trees are 
subsequentlyy combined to form a complete tree in the quartet puzzling step (QP). This 
proceduree was carried out 1000 times. The (QP) tree is a majority-rule consensus (22) of the 
sett number of puzzling steps. There are three main steps to the QP method, ML determination 
off  all possible quartet trees, combining all of the quartet trees one thousand times to form a 
completee tree (puzzling step), and the final majority rule consensus computation of all inter-
mediatee trees (31). For the analysis of the progenitor sequences only the relationship of these 
groupss are of interest and not details of the structure of the clusters themselves. Then a 
likelihoodd mapping analysis is sufficient. The clusters selected were SIVFhoest and SIVsun 
ass A and the rest of the aligned sequences (both env and gag) selected as B. The correspond-
ingg likelihood mapping triangle diagrams show the possible relationships in detail (19,31), 
andd show the robustness of the internal edge of the tree. The analysis of the synonymous (ds) 
andd nonsynonymous (dn) nucleotide substitutions was conducted using the automated SNAP 
systemm (found at http://hiv-web.lanl.gov (10,25)) using the Nei and Gojobori method. 
Alignmentss are from the Los Alamos web site. 

Thee resolution of complex phylogenies is helped by using longer sequences, such as we have 
donee here, to avoid trees containing littl e information and having star topologies. The use of 
quartett analysis, with its focus on small informative subtrees (29-31), has been applied to an 
inferencee method that takes advantage of the determination of all possible quartets, or heuris-
ticc search, unavailable to the other methods, to time consuming or available only as a statisti-
call  test of best fit  (21). PUZZLE 4.0.2 incorporates a first-step plot of all the possible four 
taxaa quartets as a means of weighting the best placement of them all within a phylogeny. 
Withh seven possible organizations for each quartet, calculation of all possibilities is feasible. 
Thee maximum likelihood of the grouping of a quartet can also be plotted graphically to give 
ann idea of the "tree likeness" of the data known as likelihood mapping as shown in Figure 1 A, 
B,, and C. The four taxa are compared by grouping three and comparing the fourth to them by 
placingg it in one of the seven possible maximum-likelihood areas as a dot: with taxon D most 
likee taxa A,B or C (the three corners: tree-like), split between A and B or A and C or B and C 
(thee three sides: unresolved between the two), and lastly, unlike A,B or C and placed in the 
middlee as a neutral attractor (star formation). The centre of the maximum-likelihood triangles 
aree inhabited by star-like phylogenies lacking tree-like content, i.e., having no attraction to 
clusterr with the other taxa (31,34). The percentages of the contents of the complete set of 
quartetss are displayed in the numbered triangles. Each of the seven areas has a finite number 
off  the maximum likelihood dots, with the total of the seven being one hundred percent. 

Results: : 

Likelihoodd Mapping: The phylogenies were shown to all contain large amounts of tree 
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topologyy information. The env, gag and 12s alignments carried 95.3,98.2, and 87.1 % respec-
tivelyy of resolved quartets (Figure 1 A, B, 12s not shown). The top triangle shows the distribu-
tionn pattern of the data in the seven basins of attraction or quartet possibilities. The three 
cornerss of all three likelihood-mapping analysis, where completely resolved trees are found, 
containn virtually all of the content. The analysis of the internal edge containing the SlVl'hoest 
andd SIVsun (Figure 1C, quartet diagram) was used to ascertain the robustness of the separa-
tionn of these two sequences as a cluster (of progenitor sequences), as opposed to a cluster 
containingg all the remaining sequences. This algorithm analyses exhaustively all of the 
possiblee quartets of sequences. Two from one side of the branch (designated (a) and (a) for 
theree is littl e separation between the two sequences) and two from the other side of the 
internall  branch ((b) and (b)), chosen at random to encompass all of the possible subsets of the 
alignmentt taxa. This compares the branch the SlVl'hoest, and SIVsun are placed on against 
alll  of the combinations of all of the other sequences to analyse the probability that they are 
nott the root. This allows the analysis of the possibility of the incorrect rooting of the trees, 
andd in this case of the incorrect selection of possible progenitor sequences (Figure 1C). This 
wass carried out for the env as well as the gag genes where the results were exactly the same 
{env{env analysis, and quartet designation are shown). The robustness of the branching separation 
off  the two clusters is seen as the absence of any shared quartets which would appear in the 
centree of the triangles. The taxa were set in two distinct clusters, with 100% of the phylogen-
eticc information confirming the separation of these subsets of the sequences as evolutionarily 
distinct. . 

Phylogenyy construction: 
Thee gpl60 env quartet puzzling tree (Figure 2 A) shows the divergence of the SlVl'hoest and 
Sunn from the Mnd as a branching pattern also found in the gag tree (Figure 2B), and sup-
portedd by the likelihood-mapping. The env of the viruses has evolved further than the gag as 
iss seen in the trichotomy of the Agm, Cpz, Sm families, plus the Sykes sequence alone, 
whereass in the case of the gag phylogeny the Agm and Sm sequences cluster together on a 
branchh opposite the Cpz cluster. The tantalus env clusters with the other Agm substrains but 
hass a very long branch, whereas the gag is short and could possibly be indicative of an earlier 
recombinantt such as that seen in the genome of the YBF30 N strain (Figure 2A, and 2B (11)). 
Thee recombinant nature of YBF30 N is known, but has not been analysed previously using 
twoo complete different alignments of genes. The clustering of the env with the CpzUS, and 
thee gag on a sublying branch of CpzUS and CpzGab is in accordance with the analysis done 
withh half genome concatomers of protein sequences (11). The new CpzUS sequence does not 
varyy markedly from the CpzGab in the env phylogeny and in the gag it clusters further away 
withh the Ant70 sequence. The branching of the three (Agm, Sm, and Cpz) strains varies 
betweenn the env with three distinct branches and the gag with two branches and the Agm and 
Smm splitting further on the branch together with the Sabaeus as outlier. The Sabaeus appears 
too cluster differently in the env and gag genes as well. The 12s mtRNA followed a different 
radiationn of the species (not shown). Human 12s sequences cluster with the gorilla sequence 
andd not with either species of chimpanzee as in the case of HIV-1. As the 12s evolution is not 
involvedd in the immune selection of the virus-host evolution and is inherited in a maternal 
fashionn it is not surprising that the branching pattern varies. 
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Figuree 1: Likelihood-mapping analysis for the env gpl60 (A), and gag (B) alignments. The top triangle shows the 
distributionn pattern of the quartet analysis, and the bottom triangles show the distribution of the data in the seven 
basinss of attraction or quartet possibilities. The majority of the data clusters in the three corners, where completely 
resolvedd robust trees with large amounts of phylogenetic content are found. The likelihood-mapping analysis can 
alsoo be applied to the testing of an internal edge of a tree in divided into two clusters. Two-cluster likelihood-
mappingg analysis (C) of the env gpl60 alignment split into two disjoint groups: (a,a)=(SIVrhoest and SIVsun) and 
(b,b)=(alll  possible combinations of a duo of the remaining sequences). Each quartet's likelihood is plotted with the 
threee possible arrangements plotted in a triangle (C upper panel). The tips of the triangle display the support for one 
off  the three arrangements as labelled in the lower right triangle, and the quartet diagram. The percentage of the 
quartetss supporting the grouping of the SlVl'hoest with the SIVsun with the exclusion of all other combinations of 
twoo sequences is found in the upper comer of the three areas ((a,a)-(b,b)). The clusters chosen separate the possible 
progenitorr sequences (SlVl'hoest and Sun), from the rest of the HIV/SIV sequences analyzed (C quartet diagram). 
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Thee differences in the evolutionary patterns in the env, and gag was studied to illustrate the 
markedd differences in evolutionary pressure between pathogenic infection in man and the 
ancientt nonpathogenic infection in nonhuman primates. The ds/dn ratios (Table 1) clearly 
showw the four fold rate of variation of HIV-1 env substitutions as compared to that of SIV 
env.env. The ratios of gag and nef arc two fold higher in HIV-1 and the ratio for pol is less than 
onee and a half. 

Tablee 1: Mean synonymous nucleotide substitutions (ds), nonsynonymous nt substitutions (dn) shown as ds/dn. 
Estimatedd by the method of Gojobori and Nei (25) as implemented in SNAP (10) analysis software. The 
estimationn was carried out on alignments of the env gpl60 or complete gag, nef, or pol. 

Ratioss of Genetic Variation as Measured by 
Synonymous/Nonsynonyy mous Substitutions (ds/dn) 

HIV- 1 1 

SIV V 

env env 

1.93 3 

8.85 5 

gag gag 

4.97 7 

9.6 6 

nef nef 

3.5 5 

7.23 3 

pol pol 

6.21 1 

8.23 3 

Discussion::  A true primate lentivirus phylogeny is very difficult to reconstruct as ancient as 
welll  as recent cross-species transmissions have occurred, not to mention recombination 
eventss and missing strains. The branching of three (Agm, Sm, and Cpz) strains varies be-
tweenn the env (with three distinct branches) and the gag (with two branches and the Agm and 
Smm splitting further on). 

Withoutt causing any pathology SIVsm in its natural host replicates to high levels, 10s to 107 

copiess per millilitr e plasma (27). This implies rapid replication kinetics and viremia. The 
branchess of the SIVsm sequences (Figure 1A) are comparable to those of HIV-2 and implies 
aa relatively equal rate of evolution (as compared to the longer branches of the SIVcpz and 
HIV-11 sequences). The branch lengths of the pathogenic SIVsm related viruses used in 
experimentall  infections (SIVsmB670, smH4, Mac239) do not produce longer branches than 
HIV-22 in the env or gag. The mutation rate of the env of SIVsm in Sooty mangabeys, SIVagm 
inn African green monkeys, and SIVsm (B670, SMH4, and Mac239) strains in Rhesus ma-
caquess has been studied, and the rates are similar (102 to 10"3 substitutions per site per year 
(5,9,24,27)). . 

Figuree 2: Phylogenetic inference for the env gp!60 (A),and gag (B). Trees were constructed using Puzzle 4.0.2 
withh the Tamura and Nei distance approximation and 1000 tree puzzling steps. The quartet puzzling percentages 
off  the important branches are in bold numbers. The scale bar is found in the lower left hand corner. 
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Thee SIVagm replicates to the lowest levels, and thus would presumably be less likely to 
rapidlyrapidly adapt (2,14). The SIVagm cluster the furthest from the root gag branches and the 
branchh lengths of the gag cluster are roughly equal to those of the SIVagm env cluster (Figure 
22 A and B). This dichotomy as compared to the SIVsm/HIV-2, and SIVcpz/HIV-1 clusters, 
wheree the env is more variable than the gag (presumably caused by the immune systems 
pressure)) has been attributed to the lack of immune response (7). Studies comparing env and 
gaggag sequences derived sequentially from the same SIVagm infected African green monkey 
wouldd be needed to resolve the branching pattern. Based on natural history data and our 
currentt analysis it appears that mutation rate and virus load are not the only predictors of 
virulence. . 

Thee large territory inhabited in Africa and the overlap with the other species would increase 
thee chances of cross species transmission. In the case of SIVsykes the vims requires it's own 
hostt cells to infect and replicate (very host specific), which dramatically reduces the chances 
off  finding these infections in other species. SIVsykes, a virus of a cercopithecus, was isolated 
fromfrom a hybrid monkey which was found to be a cross of mitis and ascaneus, and thus may 
explainn it's odd host specific replication requirements. It is evident how the Cercopithecus 
L'hoest,, Sun and Mnd would be subject to cross species transmission of SIV as they inhabit 
smalll  regions which partially overlap. The geographic overlap may have been greater in the 
pastt but the habitat left is very small and may put the monkeys in close contact. This makes 
thee relatedness of the three, and the stable changes between them in env and gag an example 
off  a probably complete history. The long branches to the other strains suggesting missing 
isolates,, or a case of very quick episodic evolution between the SlVl'hoest, SIVsun, SIVmnd 
andd the rest of the known strains. 

Thee HIV-1 YBF30 N isolate has been shown to be a recombinant of env and gag-pol or 3' and 
5'' to SIVcpzGAB (28) or to SIVcpzUS respectively (11,13,36). We analysed the env and gag 
geness separately. The branching of the gag outside the SIVcpzGAB and US branch had a far 
lowerr quartet puzzling probability than the clustering of the env (65 versus 95 respectively, 
Figuress 2A and 2B). There may as yet be other subtypes that the Type N gag clusters together 
withh having a more highly supported quartet puzzling probability, lying between the Type N 
andd the Type M, and O. 

Thee isolation of the SIVFhoest and SIVsun led to the proposal due to their clustering that 
thesee SIV strains formed a new lineage evolved within the Cercopithecus 1'hoesti 
superspeciess (1). Seeming to predate the mandrill as a new lineage the distance between the 
SlVl'hoest,, SIVsun and the SIVmnd may be due to separate origins in history and as the 
numberr of known SIV strains increases they will likely be separate related lineages, as is 
supportedd here by the branching analysis. The distances shown by the branching of the env 
andd gag genes are almost identical and imply a common ancestral distance with no recombi-
nationn between the two genes of the two separate families (SlVl'hoest and SIVsun are 
CercopithecusCercopithecus and SIVmnd from a mandrill is a Cercocebus which is more related to sooty 
mangabeyss (1)). The equal branch lengths of the two genes in the three viruses may imply 
equall  evolutionary pressure upon them (1,15). This may be the fourth and fifth clusters of the 
SIV/HIVV family but the distances between these three viruses easily fits into the species 
specificc family of the four SIVagm strains, and may be another example of cross species 
transmission. . 
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Thee data gained in recent years by the isolation of new strains of SIV have yielded more 
insightt into the relation between the nonhuman primate viruses and those found in humans. 
Thee large gaps in the HIV\SIV tree result most likely from our snapshot of time sampling of 
thee millennium old infection, and the surprisingly low rate of infection among some of the 
ferall  monkeys. The ability of only four of the known strains to infect human cells and their 
geneticallyy relevant identities point to them as the putative progenitors of HIV infection in 
man. . 
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